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COMMUNITY

RemeMbering Annabelle VANDENBROUCKE
BY ELLAH FOSTER
Kristen Anderson’s hands are at her
neck, twisting around a fragile gold heart.
It was Annabelle’s. At first, Kristen and
fellow junior Sarah Movahedi are tentative, but they soon light up with memories of their childhood friend, 16-year-old
Annabelle Vandenbroucke, who died July
18, six days after a tragic car accident.
“When we were little, she’d show up
in her brother’s clothes, and the next day
she’d wear a silk dress, heels and a fur
coat,” Sarah says. “She was always herself and definitely always bold.”
Annabelle Vandenbroucke was honest, strong and loving.
Her parents, Jerome and Anna, now
say they are just trying to deal with their
lives being turned upside down. Anna
carefully pets her pink velvet sweatshirt,
confessing that it was her daughter’s.
“I want people to remember her spirit,” she says.
That memory is alive and well with-

in Laura Mastrocola, another one of Annabelle’s close friends. She says she has
a hard time talking about Annabelle since
she’s never felt a loss so overwhelming.
“Annabelle was one of the most
strong people that I’ve known.” Laura
laughs. “She would never take anybody’s
B.S. She would always stand up for herself and anyone around her.”
In middle school, Annabelle stood
out in her own self-assured way when
everyone else was just trying to fit in.
Kristen and Sarah reminisce about the
times when Annabelle would debate and
play devil’s advocate. Maybe she never
cared either way, but she loved the back
and forth of it all.
“Going into high school, we started
drifting apart but we were always really
@annabellevandenbroucke on instagram.
close,” Sarah reflects. “Every once in a
Annabelle Vandenbroucke is remembered by her friends and family after her
tragic passing this summer. Recognized for her individuality, strength and
ANNABELLE
unwavering self-assurance, those who knew her, continue to mourn her loss.
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FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS

Carmel High’s football team kicks off football season with
a 3-0 record over Salinas, North County and King City

photo by PETER ELLISON

Coach Golden Anderson instructs offensive linemen Ronan Loberg, Grant Zubick and Satchell
Sherman during a one-sided victory over King City on Sept. 7.

SPORTS

Padres end preseason
3-0, looking poised to
dominate league
BY PETER ELLISON

The Carmel High School football team finished off
its 2018 preseason in style with a 3-0 record over Salinas, North Monterey County and King City, scoring 149
points in the first three games while only giving up 36.
The Padres look poised to have a great season with
the experienced offense combination of junior quarterback Kai Lee and a trio of strong receivers.
Lee currently leads all division of the Pacific Coast
League in passing with 709 yards and 10 touchdown
passes. Receiving for the Padres are junior Luke Melcher
and senior Rashaan Ward, each receiving for upwards of
200 yards, with two and four touchdowns, respectively.
Junior Dakota Mornhinweg distinguishes himself with
144 receiving yards and 357 rushing yards. He rushed
for 231 yards and three touchdowns in the Sept. 7 King
City game alone.
“Everybody’s just doing their job right now,” Lee
says. “Doing it well too. Getting the ball to playmakers is
what I try to do, and they’ll do the rest.”
Carmel’s defense has also been a force, shutting out
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Annabelle with brother Logan and mother Anna.

while we would all get together and have a
sleepover.”Sarah pauses for a breath before pulling
out her phone and sharing a picture—Kristen, Annabelle and Sarah cuddled up, peering at a computer
screen—taken a few months prior to the accident.
During her time at Carmel Middle School,
Annabelle met another girl she’d soon call her best
friend: Itzel Rios-Ellis, a junior at Carmel High.
Laughing, Itzel admits one of her favorite memories
of Annabelle took place at a girls’ sleepover. Annabelle was trying to sleep as the rest of the girls were
shrieking and giggling, but it didn’t go without an
honest warning to keep it down. Strong words were
exchanged and a hair brush was thrown.
“Annabelle was not like a lot of people,” Itzel says.
“She was this straight-to-the-point type of person,
but she’d invite people to hang out with her if they
didn’t have anyone else. She was very down-to-earth.”
While there are echoes of that description of her
personality, Annabelle also had a worldly side. Jerome reflects on memories of family travels around
the world as she grew up.
“That was our Anthony Bourdain moment,”
Jerome recalls. “Being in the middle of the offbeat
world, eating just the best food. We have many memories like that, exploring the world. She was always
ready to blow off the normal and go do the crazy
stuff.”
Jerome called some of Annabelle’s closest friends
after the accident to have them say their last goodbyes to her in the hospital. Itzel went in to see Annabelle by herself, so she could talk freely to her friend.
“When I saw her I realized she could probably
hear me, which is what I was told,” Itzel recalls. “I
was holding her hand and telling her goodbye, and
maybe my mind was playing tricks on me, but I could
feel her hand get tighter and tighter. I took it as a way
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of her letting me know she was still there.”
After her passing, friends and family looked
through clothes in Annabelle’s room to take personal belongings. Laura says that she took items that
smelled of Annabelle or clothes she remembered her
wearing. She also collected one of Annabelle’s drawing notebooks, with the idea of turning one into a
tattoo for herself.
Carmel High teacher Hans Schmidt taught Annabelle freshmen year for an honors English course.
“For her first semester book talk, she talked
about ‘East of Eden,’” Schmidt says. “She seemed really into it, and to be a 14-year-old girl tackling that
book was a lot. She read a lot, so when she wrote, she
had good insight.”
Described as creative both in her writing and
drawing, Sarah says Annabelle was also a strong freespirit. When she was little, Annabelle would rebelliously mismatch her shoes and socks. Now Sarah
does the same in remembrance of her friend.
“I took some of her shoes because I like walking
in her footsteps.” Sarah sighs. “She just happened to
be the same size as me.”
Interview after interview, the truth becomes
clear. Those closest to Annabelle Vandenbroucke reveal her soul, her childhood and her inner spirit.
The wisdom of a mother who longs for her
daughter hangs in the air: “This was really a community tragedy,” Anna says. “It doesn’t just affect us.”

Annabelle alongside friends Kristen Anderson, Sarah Movahedi and
Laura Mastrocola.

photos from FaceBook, @annabellevandenbroucke

Father Jerome, Annabelle and mother Anna.

Close friend Laura Mastrocola and Annabelle.
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Campus supervisor Don Perry to retire after 17 years
BY KYLIE YEATMAN

Campus supervisor Don Perry
joined the Carmel High School staff in
2001, expecting to work for roughly four
years before retiring. More than a decade
later, Perry has become a staple of the
CHS campus and a revered figure among
students and faculty alike—and is now
planning his retirement for October.
Perry explains that, though he is retiring from CHS, he does not see it as a
retirement from working as a whole.
“I have never retired from something,” Perry says. “I have always retired
to something. I’m always looking for the
next challenge.”
Having worked a music producer for
nearly 30 years before his time at CHS,
Perry refers to his work on the campus as
a retirement job, one that he would end
up doing for nearly two decades.
In working for 17 years, Perry remarks that his work has never become
stagnant or boring, citing CHS students
as a primary reason that he returns to the
school every year. Indeed, students have
come to know Don as one of the friendliest adults on campus and as a source of
both guidance and humor.
“I remember last year when I was
a shy freshman he would always make
me laugh and go outside of my comfort
zone,” sophomore Hanna Giannini explains. “He always makes me laugh every time I see him.”
Perry, who stands at the crosswalk
as students exit the school, can often be
seen exchanging friendly interactions
with students.
“He is one of the best men I’ve
known at CHS,” junior Marcus Lo adds.
The supervisor explains that his
sense of humor has followed him
throughout his time at the school, serving as a point at which he can relate with
students, going on to note that the most
difficult aspect of his retirement will be
saying goodbye to the students.
“Don has a unique way of diffusing situations with his sense of humor,”
remarks assistant principal Craig Tuana,
going on to note his commitment to the
students at CHS.
“The people at the school are what
have kept me here,” says Perry, explaining that working as a campus security
officer has been the best job he could
have had.
With the publication of his debut
memoir “Don Perry Produces the Mu-

sic,” Perry reveals that he intends to shift
his focus toward writing, with a surplus
of book ideas already in
mind. The first book, which
originated as blog entries he
wrote for his son, gets into
Perry’s life as a music producer.
“I initially wrote an article called ‘The History of
Rock and Roll: A First-Hand
Account.’” Perry laughs.
“The ideas spiraled from
there.”
Perry explains that he
expects to work on more
books through his retirement, continuing to write on
his website, donperry.net,
and hoping to turn more blog
entries that he’s written in the
past into books.
With the establishment
of his own website, Perry
plans to keep busy and potentially explore new opportuniphoto by KYLIE YEATMAN
ties in the music business.
Perry will spend his last
day as a campus supervisor Don Perry in his trademark golf cart in the Carmel High School parking lot.
on the CHS campus on Oct.
15.

A farewell letter from Don Perry
I grew up in a time when a kid could lie on his back on
the grass, look up at the sky and dream about what his life
could be. Orison Swett Marden said, “All men who have
achieved great things have been great dreamers.” I don’t
claim to have achieved great things, but I am guilty of being
a great dreamer.
I left home nearly 55 years ago to follow those dreams.
It’s been an incredible ride and, like a book full of fascinating chapters or a journey with exciting detours off the main
road, it has led me here. This chapter ends for me on October 15th when I leave Carmel High and get back on the road
to my next dream.
I lived my first dream for 30 years in the music business. Not many people can get up in the morning looking
forward to doing what they love…something they would do
for nothing if they could. When that was over I started my
“retirement” job at CHS. I only intended to be here four or
five years. That somehow stretched to 17.
You and the students that came before you made it an
amazing 17-year detour. I have been able to see the future
unfold...wide-eyed freshmen becoming young adults, going
out in the world hoping to make a difference.
As you know, I wear sunglasses every day. I’d like to
leave you with a letter I wrote to a student who asked me
what I saw behind those glasses:

Dear ------:
These glasses have shielded my eyes over the years
from the sun, wind, rain, sleet and snow (ok, maybe I went
a little overboard with the snow!)...but never from the truth.
When you look at these glasses, I hope you’ll remember the
truth as I have seen it.
Walt Disney said, “If you can dream it, you can do
it.” He did pretty well with that philosophy. The truth is we
haven’t given your generation much time to dream. Take the
time.
We haven’t asked your generation, “What is it you want
to do?” Ask yourself...and then do it.
Worst of all, we’ve pressured you way too soon to
shoulder the burdens of the future. The truth is, we can’t
control the future years, months or days...but we can control
the moment. Enjoy each of those moments. Live life fully
and love and embrace everything and everyone that makes
our time so special on this earth.
Finally, remember that your mind may play tricks on
you...your heart never will. Follow your heart.
I know the world will be a better place because of you.
I know because you have made my world immeasurably better. The glasses told me so.

CURRICULUM

Carmel Valley High School implements student-driven learning approach
BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL

With the commencement of the 2018-19 school
year, Carmel Valley High School is beginning the process of shifting both their philosophy and curriculum
from the model they have used for over 20 years to a
new education model known as Big Picture Learning.
According to CVHS principal Tom Parry, this
model of education is used in a number of small high
schools across the country and is focused mostly on
student-driven learning and assignments, the main goal
being to foster a passion in each individual and allow
that momentum to carry through the rest of the student’s education.
“Students get to pick what projects they want to
do,” Parry says. “As a teacher or advisor, it’s our job
to figure out what standards or competencies they must
integrate into those projects in order to get grades.”
The implementation of the Big Picture Learning

program is still in its beginning phases, and though
the staff of CVHS anticipates some challenges, they
remain optimistic.
The model allows students to study what they find
interesting, Parry says, but they must also be able to
tie their research and learning into subjects mandated
by the state of California so they can receive grades
in each subject category. For example, a student interested in nursing might start a project about the history
of the profession, how it impacts society and how they
can make steps in pursuing that career.
“We have all the same requirements, but how it
looks in their day is different,” the principal explains.
The CVHS school day now begins with advisory, where each student meets with an advisor before
having “exploratory time,” where students compile a
personal to-do list of goals for the day. Their advisor
then looks over the list and decides what standards the
student needs to exhibit within the goals they have set

for themselves.
Math is the only mandatory class for students, and
they can choose from a variety of online math classes
based on what they are interested in. CVHS students
still must take standardized tests, though the way their
projects are assessed is not test-based.
“Our assessment isn’t through testing,” math and
science teacher Jeff Schatz says. “There’s an exhibition
where you present your learning to a group.”
The exhibition process is designed so students can
clearly articulate and present their research and retain
the information after the project is over.
Another key piece of the Big Picture Learning
program is getting students involved in the community
through internships. The students will decide on a fu-

CVHS
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Mike Brewer
Automotives

BY PETER ELLISON
Natural-born
mechanic
Mike
Brewer brings his
unique work experience and passion for mechanics
photo by PETER ELLISON
into Room 40 with
classes of Industrial Arts and Automotives, as well as co-teaching two
engineering courses with computer science teacher
Tom Clifford.
“I started working when I was 16 in a motor-

cycle shop,” Brewer says. “I just started wrenching
and getting into mechanics. I did that for about three
years.”
Despite his early start and his diesel mechanics
degree from a trade school, Brewer didn’t always
intend on becoming a full-time mechanic, but rather
went to California State University at Stanislaus as a
pre-pharmacy major.
“I kind of went through the motions, not really
knowing why I chose pre-pharmacy. I just kind of
struggled,” Brewer says. “I’ve always fallen back on
mechanics. It’s always something I’ve enjoyed doing, so when I came back I pretty much dropped out
of college and just kind of pursued that.”
Brewer’s career has spanned over 27 years with
variety of companies and organizations including
Caterpillar, Peterbilt, Holt Brothers and the Monterey Peninsula Unified School District.

Andrea Smith

Don Freitas

Math

BY TAYLOR DESMOND
On the walls of Room 44,
the 1965 Carmel High varsity
letter of math teacher Andrea
Smith’s father-in-law hangs as
the sole redecoration during
her short time at CHS.
A former actuary of nearly 10 years, Smith decided it
was about time for a career
change and soon found herself at Mercy High School,
an all-girls Catholic school
in Burlingame, where she
spent six years living with
her husband and two daughphoto by TAYLOR DESMOND ters.
“My greatest takeaway
from my experience at Mercy
High is [figuring out] that teaching is the career I am meant for,”

Kevin Gross

School Resource Officer

photo by CRAIG TUANA

BY TAYLOR DESMOND
American Sign
Language teacher Mia Baglietto has decorated portable classroom A with rainbow
hands signing “I love you” and handprints
scattered over her wall. Mother of five kids
and a lover of the beach, Baglietto discovered
the joy of teaching eight years ago at a private
school in Stockton, California.
When a few of her kids started to become
interested in dirt biking, she was the first in
her family to acquire the motorcycle license.
Her contagious laugh matches a vibrant personality, her addition to the staff definitely a
positive one.
“I was an interpreter for the deaf prior to
teaching, and I was asked to start an American Sign Language program,” Baglietto says.
“I love the language, and I love the culture so
I agreed to do it, and it took off.”
With her free time, the ASL teacher enjoys spending time with her daughter at home,
the rest of her kids already having left the nest.
Yet her impact within the community lies outside of her home life.

Smith says.
Upon receiving the job after
CHS math teacher Dawn Hatch
went on sabbatical, she now stays
at her family cabin in San Clemente Rancho, where knitting and
photography have earned a special place in her heart.
The most difficult part for
Smith during her time here is
falling in love with the school
and having to leave after Hatch’s
year-long sabbatical has ended.
She hopes that the school will
decide on needing a new math
teacher on campus, each of her
classes already being around 30
students each.

BY MILES PERKOSKI
Deputy Kevin Gross, Carmel High School’s
new school resource officer, has been brought in by
the Carmel Unified School District due to a tobacco
grant, allowing Carmel High to educate its students
on the dangers and risks of illegal substances with
the help of a qualified and educated expert.
A school resource officer is defined by the U.S.
Department of Justice as a sworn law enforcement
officer responsible for safety and crime prevention
in schools. Deputy Gross’ role will entail presentations and information regarding safety for all students.
This year, Gross will be dealing with many
freshmen in Health courses, as well as going to different classes and addressing students of all grades.
Plans are still in the works as far as a set schedule,
but students should expect to see Gross numerous
times.
“It’s kind of something that I’ve always wanted
to do, and it came up at a good time, so I put in for
it,” the officer says.
Deputy Gross, who has been brought in to re-

Honors Physics

photo by KYLIE YEATMAN

Though he may seem like an ordinary educator, Carmel High School’s
latest edition to the science department,
physics teacher Don Freitas, is living
proof that there is more than meets the
eye to the average teacher.

Mia Baglietto

American Sign Language

structure the policy on school safety policies, such
as a new bomb threat policy in the works, is excited
to begin the year.
“We’re looking at that closely,” Carmel High
assistant principal Craig Tuana says. “There’s a district liaison that is going to be working on it, and
then there’s a safety team here as well.”
Gross grew up in the area, living in Salinas for
most of his life. After attending high school at North
Monterey County High School, Gross was set on
the idea of going to the academy. He’s now been
involved in law enforcement for over 10 years.
“We’re right in the beginning of this relationship, so time will tell, but I absolutely believe that
there’s going to be a desire from my office, from
the district office, from our school community and
from the Sheriff’s Office to continue a relationship,”
notes Carmel High Principal Rick Lopez.
The SRO and the rest of the student body are
excited to continue the welcome within the coming
months.
Gross adds, “Everybody’s super welcoming,
which I didn’t really expect.”

Lily Owens
English

photo by TAYLOR DESMOND

A science instructor for 12 years,
Freitas got his start in education with a
degree in physics from the University of
California at San Diego before getting
his start teaching in Watsonville.
“I’ve exclusively worked in physics
throughout my career,” says the UCSD
graduate, going on to note his excitement for teaching at CHS in particular.
“The community has been extremely welcoming,” Freitas notes.
However, the educator has not exclusively worked as a teacher in physics. On his off time, he notes his passion
for swing dancing—both in participating in the activity and teaching it.
“I’ve been swing dancing for over
twenty years,” Freitas says.
Science teacher Joe Mello explains
his excitement for Freitas joining the
science department, noting that he has
already come to enjoy him as both a
teacher and colleague.
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courtesy of LILY OWENS

BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL
Steinbeck-loving poetry enthusiast and
longtime California resident Lily Owens joined
the CHS English department this year, becoming a fresh face on campus and the youngest
teacher in her department.
After graduating from CHS herself in 2006
and getting her liberal arts degree from Sarah
Lawrence University in New York, Owens got
her first classroom experiencing teaching reading support to special-needs elementary school
students. She was later placed in a high school
in the Bronx for a six-week program teaching
poetry and realized that high school was where
she really wanted to be.
“There’s definitely a passion for teaching
students, but there’s a hand-in-hand passion
for subject matter,” Owens says of the reasons
teaching high school appealed to her.

Owens is excited about the school year and
getting involved in the CHS community again.
She is particularly passionate about poetry and
hopes to help with the sophomore poetry slam in
the spring.
“To be a teacher you have to have seen good
teaching,” comments Owens of the teachers who
influenced her in her youth, a list that includes her
now-colleagues Dale DePalatis, Mike Palshaw,
Pat Robel, and Barbara Steinberg.
Outside of the classroom Owens is passionate about women’s rights in childbirth, even becoming a doula after the birth of her daughter. A
woman of many talents and interests, she will be
a valuable resource on campus.

The Carmel Sandpiper
2018-19 Staff

This year’s Sandpiper lineup includes Dilan Patel, Ellah Foster, Grace Dean, Peter Ellison,
Athena Fosler-Brazil, Kylie Yeatman, Taylor Desmond, Miles Prekoski, Jordi Faxon and
Alicia Krueger.
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Emergency plans revisited as school shooting statistics climb
BY TAYLOR DESMOND

Carmel High School tested a new
evacuation plan this week to combat the
concerns associated with students gathering on the football field during emergency situations.
On Oct. 19, 2017, a bomb threat
reached the CHS office via an anonymous phone call. In response to the
threat, campus staff used the emergency
protocol from 2014, despite 52 school
shootings having occurred in the U.S.
since then. Students and faculty gathered on the football field, moving away
from student backpacks and waiting
nearly two hours to get approval from
authorities that it was safe to return to
the school day.
Noting the congregation on the
football field, assistant principal Debbi
Puente points out that the open field
wouldn’t be the best option if there were
an active shooter on campus, the funneling of students going to the football field
being a poor decision.
Subsequent to the threat, Monterey
County employed a school resource officer to CHS via a special grant. Officer
Kevin Gross currently intends to contribute to revising the emergency protocol planning and finding the best way to
keep students safe.
CHS principal Rick Lopez explains,
“There are a lot of conversations about
safety protocols that we are having so
there will be changes I imagine, but the
[new evacuation plan] is the biggest
change.”
According to Lopez, a partnership

CVHS
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ture career they may be interested in and
then identify opportunities in the community where they can get experience in
the field.
“A lot of students don’t yet realize
that their interests can lead to employment,” English teacher Brenda Buran
says.
A current student interested in pursuing mechanics is searching for an internship in the field where he will figure
out if he enjoys the profession and gain
job experience.
Once students Have found an internship opportunity, they will spend
Tuesdays and Thursdays off campus at
their internship, and their advisors will
come check in to make sure everything
is going well. Once this model has been
in place for a few years, CVHS hopes to

during the given time is the most important thing, according to Puente.
Gross’ experience as an officer in
Monterey County makes him a driving
force for the push to have a better emergency protocol system, as he is a key
factor in the site’s decision-making, the
assistant principal adds.
“One of the first things [the SRO] is
going to start working on is looking at
our security plan and revising it if necessary,” science teacher Tom Dooner says.
“I feel pretty confident that the SRO will
be able to figure out the best thing.”

graphic by TAYLOR DESMOND

among the high school, fire department
and police department resulted in the
new emergency evacuation response
plans that were tested Monday with
students going to two different indoor
evacuation sites: the gymnasium and the
theater.
Meanwhile, some students disagreed with the benefit of having two
sites and felt that there were still too
many people put into a bottleneck situation to move in and out of the locations.
“This is very inconvenient because
when we’re trapped in the gym I feel
claustrophobic,” senior Dagmar Giachetti says. “I’d rather have space to run
away if something was on fire.”
have a bank of internship resources in
the community that they can help students access.
A challenge that all students face in
high school is staying motivated to complete work, and without a structured rubric or grading system the CVHS faculty
has to find other ways to motivate students.
“It’s a little bit easier to motivate
the kids because the subjects are what
they’re choosing,” Parry says, “That’s
huge.”
The 19 students currently enrolled
at CVHS also realize that they must
meet certain requirements in order to
participate in their internship as well as
graduate, and the close relationships that
form in such a small school environment
provide support for students to remain
motivated and on-task.
Buran says, “It’s a much more specialized and deep level of learning.”

photo by JASON FOSLER

Puente explains that in the case of a
school shooting, CHS students and faculty are still supposed to use the same
guidelines from 2014. The guidelines
state to use the Hostile Intruder tab inside of the emergency protocol response
guides, something located in every classroom.
An announcement is
supposed to occur over
the school’s PA system,
but Puente comments
that the protocols are different depending on each
given scenario. The idea
of students following the
teacher’s best judgement
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Q & A Q & A Q & A Q & A Q & A
Q U E S T I O N S
1. Favorite concert you’ve been to?
2. Favorite restaurant?
3. Favorite place to go after school?
4. Favorite flavor of ice cream?
5. Favorite internet trend?

Amaya Gomez
junior
1. Elton John
2. El Torito
3. practice
4. coffee bean
5. Netflix?

Football
CONT. FROM 1

the NMC Condors 58-0 Aug. 31 and
dominating King City 55-13. When
the offense slowed down and struggled during the King City game, the
defense came alive with two interceptions from junior Lavar Edwards
and three recovered fumbles.
“That was the difference in
the game,” head coach Golden Anderson says about the Sept. 7 win,
“which I think totally deflated them
because they had some life when
we struggled in the beginning of the
second quarter.”
Carmel started the season Aug.
24 with a 36-23 win over the Salinas
Cowboys, last year’s Central Coast
Sectional Division I champions. The
Padres threw for 332 yards, but only
managed 30 rushing yards.
Despite the team’s success, Anderson warns of overconfidence and
doesn’t put much stake in any particular victory.
“Football is a lot about matchups,” Anderson explains about the
Salinas win. “Just because you’re the
best boxer didn’t mean you matched
up with everybody. I think it was a
favorable matchup for us with our
two styles, but there’s a lot of teams
that we don’t match up with.”
Anderson also cites a good
matchup with King City and the Padres’ familiarity with the team as a
large factor in their win. Carmel still
has a lot of work to do cleaning up
their game, the coach calling out
their multitude of penalties and mistakes intolerable.
“I think we still have a lot to
work on,” Carmel offensive coach
Mike Herro adds. “We’re always
making sure we’re worried about
how they’re doing, not what the
score is.”
The whole Central Coast has
been divided into new leagues this
season with the Padres placed into
the Mission group along with Alisal,
Monte Vista Christian, North Sali-

David Cordier
junior

Karenna Fife
senior

1. Never been to a concert.
2. Baja Cantina
3. home
4. cookie dough
5. “Despacito #2”
nas, Scotts Valley, Soledad and Watsonville. Being the only other 3-0
team, Watsonville appears to be Carmel’s major competition this season.
Going into the regular season,
the Padres look considerably stronger and more experienced than they
did last year at this time when Carmel missed the playoffs for the first
time in 10 years. Yet in the latter half
of the season, the Padres won their
last four games, decisively racking
up 213 points in that time. Carmel
appears to be picking up exactly
where they left off last season.
“Our guys that have the most
experience seem really motivated,”
Anderson elaborates. “They want to
personally build off of what they’ve
done. They want the team to build
off what they’ve done. They work
really hard, and I’m happy with
that.”
The Padres play next Sept. 22
against Scotts Valley at 2 p.m., in
one of three home games for the
season.

1. Khalid
2. Angelina’s restaurant
3. the mall
4. chocolate, for sure.
5. memes

Nathan Muck
sophomore
1. I’ve never been to a concert.
2. Sapporo
3. library
4. mint chocolate chip
5. vines

PHILANTHROPY

After trip abroad, students explore
ways to help from home

sic amenities such as toilet paper, as well
as recreational equipment consisting of
Many individuals only dream of an op- soccer balls and soccer nets.”
portunity to make a profound difference in
Contrary to popular belief, problems
the lives of those who struggle in distant facing rural Peruvians are not only rooted
lands. This, however, was not the case for in a lack of jobs.
a contingent of 21 students who over the
“In the town of Cusco, the locals only
course the 2018 summer, embarked on a speak the Native Inca language Quechua,
language immersion trip like none other. which makes it especially challenging for
The location: Peru, a country known for them to communicate with other townsfolk
its extensive Inca culture and the bristling and find jobs,” Anderson says.
peaks of the Andes Mountain range.
While being known chiefly for its natuThe joint Pacific Grove-Carmel High ral beauty, Peru also happens to be one of
School group spent 10 days traveling the poorest countries in South America,
across the country, with five of those days with its rural poverty rate at a staggering
staying with local families, spending nu- 44 percent according to The World Bank, a
merous hours immersing themselves in consortium of countries working to eradiPeruvian traditions and culture, interacting cate poverty.
with the indigenous people and performing
“While the locals did face many probchores and labor.
lems that we don’t have here in America,
“Within a town called Misminay, the they were incredibly content despite their
people lived comcircumstancpletely off the
es,” says junior
land,” CHS junior
Maxmillion AfiKristen
Anderfi, a co-founder
son says. “They
of the Pacific
plowed their land
Grove
High
with animals and
School
Peru
knitted their own
Club. “I don’t
sweaters
with
believe
that
wool from the lothe locals need
cal markets.”
much
assisTrip organizer
tance. I think
and CHS Spanthey simply live
ish teacher Tricia
differently than
courtesy of TRICIA BEAN I do. If anyBean commented
that the idea of
thing, they only
The
student
group
participating
in
a
a club raising
need
school
money was con- Peruvian ceremony to give thanks.
supplies.”
ceived chiefly by
While there
the students following a visit to a Peruvian is not presently a Peru Club in existence at
school.
CHS, the cooperation between students at
“The students noticed internally that CHS and PGHS creates ample opportunity
they were far more privileged than the lo- for more outreach and fundraising projects
cal children, especially upon discovering to be organized in the future. The joint Pathat the school bathrooms lacked toilet cific Grove-Carmel High School Peru Funpaper as well as toilet seats,” Bean says. draising Booth is slated to be present at this
“The students then wanted to establish a year’s Shoe Game.
club to be able to support the local PeruviStudents who wish to make a donation
an school financially. Goals of the students are encouraged to contact Tricia Bean at
are to fundraise basic school supplies, ba- tbean@carmelunified.org.
BY KIEREN DASTE
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Aminé returns from major success with new playfully witty album
BY MILES PREKOSKI

Aminé decided to have the album narrated by Rickey
Thompson, who gained his fame on the ex-social media platform Vine. The song features Aminé rapping
about anxiety, masculinity and depression on a song,
somehow making it feel upbeat and happy. Aminé’s
loving lyrics stick out on the song: “I take my mama to
Louie and take your girl to the Ross.”

The next memorable song is “REEL IT IN,” in
which Daniel raps over a catchy beat that almost sounds
like a harp and a recorder playing in unison. The song
does almost nothing other than flaunt Aminé’s recent
success. Nonetheless, the flow and consistency on the
track is some of the best on the whole project.
On “CANTU,” the dread-headed rapper seems
to rap about his most talked about physical
trait: his hair. Thompson chimes in yet again
on the album to add some additional humor:
“Who has nice hair? Me. Who can touch my
hair? Not you. Did you think this was a petting zoo?” It’s this type of humor that makes
the album memorable, something that will
likely stick out as one of the album’s key
traits in a decade.
Soon after, the album comes to a close
with “TOGETHER.” This is the most lowkey track on the album and features a more
vocal-oriented lyricism from Daniel. Topics of love, mistakes and nostalgia are referenced on the final song, giving a superb
close to the project.
Like him or not, Aminé is one of the
most talented artists of this decade. Anticicourtesy of THECOMEUPSHOW
pate more humorous, quick and clever bodies of work from him in the future.

Adam Daniel, who goes by his middle name,
Aminé, has returned from his major success with a new
project that he calls an “EPLPMIXTAPEALBUM.”
The project, titled “1.5,” features a 13-song track list
just over 35 minutes, shows the up-and-coming artist
reaching out of his comfort zone and exhibiting a more boastful attitude.
After the Portland-raised rapper graduated, he started to pursue music as his
passion, releasing mixtapes like “Odyssey
to Me” and “En Vogue.” After his minor
success in the industry, he was signed to
Republic Records, allowing him to segue
into him releasing his debut album, “GoodForYou.”
In the spring of 2017, the young
Adam Daniel released his first single from
“GoodForYou,” titled “Caroline.” This
song soon became one of the best songs
of the summer and an instant hit. The song
was played at every school dance and gathering and recited by thousands in concerts,
and the album it was on received a gold
certification soon after its release.
The compilation opens up with “DR.
WHOEVER,” my personal favorite on the In addition to his new album, Aminé recently announced his latest
album. An interesting approach is taken, as North American tour, TOUR.FIVE, which will begin in early November.

HOROSCOPES
Virgo (Aug. 22 - Sept. 22)
A few famous Virgos throughout
history: Michael Jackson, Mother
Teresa and Adam Sandler. If there’s
anyone to model your behavior off
of, I’d go with the one who starred
in “50 First Dates.” Just sayin’.

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)
There’s a certain importance about
spontaneity, one that you could
learn a thing or two from. Next
time you see a teacher, offer them
an orange as a symbol of the morning connection you hope to form.
What does the orange symbolize?
Only the stars know. #LibrasGiveOrangesToFirstPeriodTeachers
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
Look, the planets have made it
exceedingly clear to you plenty of times, and I think it’s finally the month where you gotta
give it to em—it’s time for you
to grow out your beard. Ladies,
I know this one might be a bit
confusing, but I didn’t make it
up. The stars did. Now hop to it!

Aqua and their single “Barbie Girl.”
Take inspiration from the hit single
this month. Come on with Barbie.
Just…go party. You deserve it.
Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)
You’re a delicate little egg on a
spoon. This does not give the world
free range to crack you whenever
they want! Take control of your
own life this month, Pisces. Be the
egg you’ve always wanted to be.
Aries (March 21 - April 19)
Aries, I have a little message to relay
to you, but unfortunately, they’ve
given me your October horoscope,
so you’re gonna have to wait. I tried
to re-up Venus and see if she could
get back to me in time, but you know
how Palshaw is about deadlines.
Go with your own intuition, hon.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
Look, Taurus, it’s been a rough
month for the stars. You can’t expect me to come up with a completely new paragraph all about this
month in the life of a Taurus. Maybe
if you were a Virgo, the stars would
have more in store for you. Sorry,
dear readers, but that’s showbiz.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
Sag. girl, we see you. Your impeccable sense of you is just so strong,
I can feel it radiating through the
newspaper you’re holding right
now. What is this sense of you, you
ask? Well, it’s all you, man. Woman.
Whatever. Don’t ask for specifics.

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
I’ma keep it real with you—the
stars aren’t aligning in your favor. Maybe you’re going to take a
tumble in the middle of class, only
for spaghetti to come spilling out
of your pockets. Embrace the noodles, brother. This is your month.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
You’re the one that everyone wants
to be. You have it all—a plasma
membrane, a membrane-bound
nucleus, a mitochondria, a Golgi
apparatus… certainly all features
we at The Sandpiper look for in
an average reader! Keep it up.
You’re doing amazing, sweetie.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)
.It seems like you’re always the
mellow one of the group, doesn’t it?
Like, through all the chaos and commotion of the world, we can always
look to our fellow Cancers for a calming presence. You do you, Cancer.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
If you look in the first four letters
of the word Aquarius you will see
the word aqua, which may instantly
remind some one-hit-wonder aficionados of the hit music group

Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22)
Uh, yeah. The planets sent me a little voicemail about your horoscope
this month, and because I’m not allowed to run swear words (a rule
which I’d like to see in writing), I’ll
keep it concise with ya: figure it out.

